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A man torn between 
“love” and “virtue”
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Director: Michael Curtiz



From Right to Left:

Humphrey Bogart =  Rick Blaine 
Ingrid Bergman = Ilsa Lund

Paul Henreid =  Victor Laszlo



Where is the world is Casablanca?



North Africa
Morocco

 HERE



Claude Rains = Capt. Louis Renault

(corrupt) French Chief of Police



Conrad Veidt = Major Strasser

ranking German officer in Casablanca



The Gist…

It’s 1941 and the German military machine has defeated France and most of 

Europe.  Victor Laszlo, the leader of the Czech resistance, has escaped from a 

German concentration camp.  With Ilsa, his companion, he flees to Casablanca, 

the capital of Morocco.  From there, he intends to travel to Lisbon and then to 

America where he will continue working to defeat fascism.  Laszlo’s prospects for 

leaving Casablanca depend on Rick, an American expatriate who operates a 

popular nightclub...  





When the story starts…

A couple of “no-questions-asked” travel documents have recently been stolen...

Guillermo Ugarte

(Peter Lorre)



Notables:

*  Opened on Thanksgiving Day, 1942  (US well into WWII)

*  Based on an unpublished stage play:  “Everybody Comes to Rick’s”

*  Takes place in Casablanca -- Filmed on Warner Bros. lot in Burbank, CA

*  Winner of three Academy Awards:  Best Picture, Best Director, Best Screenplay

*  AFI ranking:  third best American film of all time

(FYI:  #1 = Citizen Kane; #2 = Gone with the Wind)

*  Longstanding tradition, presently continued, of screening Casablanca during the 
   week of final exams at Harvard University

*  Most frequently broadcast film on American Television
  



Listen for these memorable lines which are included on AFI’s list of
“100 Years...100 Movie Quotes”

“Here’s looking at you, kid.”  (5)

“Louis, I think this is the beginning of a beautiful friendship.”  (20)

“Play it, Sam.  Play ‘As Time Goes By’.”  (28)

“Round up the usual suspects.”  (32)

“We’ll always have Paris.”  (43)

“Of all the gin joints in all the towns in all the world, she walks into mine.” (67)



To Think About as We Watch:

Casablanca has been described as a “near-perfect entertainment” balance of 
comedy, romance, and suspense.

There are thousands of interpretations of the story and just as many theories 
about the success of the film.

Roger Ebert states that “Casablanca is probably on more lists of the greatest 
films of all time than any other single title…”

What positive messages are portrayed in the film?

Parent Warning: violence (characters shot on screen)
drinking, smoking, gambling
paying corrupt officials with sexual favors
implied intimate relations between unmarried couples



Movie Trailer 1942

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZtWRRa_8I0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZtWRRa_8I0

